The project goal was to introduce bamboo into Haiti’s local construction. In teams, our task was to design a prototype house for a Haitian family. The overall design of core house had to be economical, easy to build, and be able to expand.

Haiti is an island that is prone to earthquakes and hurricanes. The lack of building materials, working, and construction knowledge tend to result in devastating outcome. Haiti also faces a deforestation issue; only 1.4% are the remains of its’ forests. Bamboo not only can help start reforestation, but could help Haitians because it is a type of low cost construction material, and the effect of producing bamboo could help improve Haiti’s economy. Another issue in Haiti would be lack of water; we design a roof to become rainwater collector.

Bamboo is seen, as a “poor man timber” in Haiti, because locals do not know how resistant the material is to natural disasters. Therefore, we designed the core house to be constructed out of Haiti’s domestic bamboo species like Guadua Angustifolia Kunth, which is referred to as vegetal steel. One challenge was taking in consideration that Haitians psychologically feel secure living in concrete made buildings; therefore we designed a house that uses bamboo for its main frame work structure while concrete can be use for cladding.

Core house detail description of concept our core house concept was having the first floor be designed in a way that the owner can later extend the floor above the initial core house floor. When we had an opportunity to engage with community, we found that some families would like to rent second floor to other families. Therefore, we came up with various floor plan options while maintaining the Haitian architectural elements. Since Haiti’s geography is mountainous, we came up with the house shape to be easily divided to be elevated accordingly to the slope or flat land. To keep house cool, we created hanging plants along side the roof edges to provide shade and have greenery visualization in the neighborhood. Also, we proposed to recycle the scraps of construction bamboo, because thinner bamboo scraps could be expressed in their panel design whereas one can make a hole in the bigger bamboo scrap to plant vegetables.

We consider Haitian’s lifestyles into our project such as their need for porch and having kitchen outdoor. Porch acts as the living room of their house and meals are cooked outside of the house due to climatic reason. Our focus was the form of shared Lakou. Lakou in Haiti is a shared courtyard where neighbors share chores, food, space and look after one another. Haiti’s Lakou usually are located at the interior of the block where neighbors interact with one another like families within the courtyard. Thus, our project title is called “Neighbor is family”.

Overall we had the opportunity to design a core house for Port-au-Prince that is low cost, earthquake and hurricane resilient, easy to build by people with little training and to be made with sustainable material to help with Haiti’s reforestation.
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PLANTING SCREEN PANELS
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Plants grown on the bamboo pots can provide shade and privacy
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